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Purpose of Training
In this training we will be covering the following items:

 Office of Human Rights Changes
 Incident Management Roll out
 Finding locations in CHRIS
 Preexisting CHRIS reports
 Multiple occurrences of the same individual’s name
 Cause of Incident 
 Injury/Incident Description/ circumstance 
 Description of Medical Treatment Provided & Finding
 Describe the consequences and risk of harm
 Updating an incident
 Removing incidents from CHRIS 
 Upcoming: New Mandatory Fields
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OHR CHRIS Modifications 



OHR CHRIS Modifications  



Statewide OHR Training Plan

Regional OHR Training opportunities:
 Navigating CHRIS for OHR Reporting
 “Train the Trainer”/Overview of Human Rights 
 LHRC-Review Forms

More information available:
 DBHDS Website by February 1, 2020
 Email blast to DBHDS licensed provider list serve
 Eventbrite
 Regional Provider Roundtable



Ann Pascoe | 804.297.1503
ann.Pascoe@dbhds.virginia.gov21Cassie Purtlebaugh | 804.382.3889

cassie.purtlebaugh@dbhds.virginia.gov

3Jennifer Kovack | 804.248.8043
jennifer.kovack@dbhds.virginia.gov 4Sharae Henderson | 804.524.7479

sharae.henderson@dbhds.virginia.gov
Reginald Daye
757.253.7061

reginald.daye@dbhds.virginia.gov
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Incident Management Rollout
Incident Management will be rolling out into Region 2 on 
February 1, 2020.  
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Incident Management Rollout
IMU will be reviewing all incidents submitted in CHRIS for 
Regions 2, 3 and 4.  
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Incident Management Rollout
IMU will roll out to Region 5 next and then to Region 1.  
Notification will go out when the dates have been established.
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Pre-existing CHRIS Reports
Incident Management Unit and Licensing Specialists have noticed 
that a few providers have gone back into old CHRIS report and 
over written the information with a new incident that the 
individual had experienced.
 Please do not overwrite old CHRIS reports. This is 

misrepresenting previous information and distorting data 
from new incidents.

 All New CHRIS reports should start with the number 2020 
(ex. 2020XXXX).  
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Entering Incidents into CHRIS
When entering an incident please perform a Name search first to ensure a profile does 
not already exist for the individual. To search by individual name:
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• Click the by Name button
• Enter the individual’s First Name 

and Last Name
• Click Search
• Click the highlighted ID number 

link to choose the individual you 
need.



Entering Incidents into CHRIS

Click on the “ADD A NEW 
INCIDENT” link to enter a new 
incident or DEATH. Depending 
upon which track you need to 
select
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Click on the “Death/Incident” tab



Finding Locations in CHRIS
CHRIS retrieves it’s locations from the Office of Licensing 
Information System.  The locations found under each licensed 
service are directly related to the locations on the agency’s 
license. If you are having trouble finding a location you believe 
should be there, please conduct the following steps:
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Finding Locations in CHRIS
First, check your license 
addendum to ensure you 
have the correct service 
selected for the address. 
 Each service has a listing 

of all locations licensed 
to provide that service.
 For example, there are two 

locations that are licensed 
for group home service 
and one location for 
centered based day 
support service.
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Finding Locations in CHRIS
If after verifying the location is on the agency’s licensed 
addendum, please contact the Incident Management Unit to 
assist you with correcting this issue.

If the location is not listed on the agency’s license addendum, 
please contact your licensed specialist and they will assist you in 
correcting this matter. 
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Level III –Death
 Only one CHRIS report needs to be submitted for a  

Death Involving the Same Provider with an 
Individual in Several Services. 
 When an individual who died was enrolled in several services with the 

same provider, the provider will only have to enter one CHRIS entry 
under the main service in which the death occurred.

 The provider should include in their narrative what other services the 
individual was enrolled in (case management, day support, residential 
etc.) 

 Death of individuals with Developmental Disabilities:  The provider
should submit the MRC documents for all services.
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**This only applies to a Provider who had the individual enrolled in several services 



Cause of Incident
For serious incidents the reported 
information shall include the cause of 
the incident.

 Causes are actions, omissions, 
events, conditions, or a combination 
thereof, that lead to an incident.
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Injury/Incident Description/ Circumstance 
The “Injury/Incident Description” is now a required field.  

 The narrative should describe the circumstances or, what the 
incident was and how it occurred.

 The narrative should provide a complete and accurate account of 
the incident.

Remember, tips are revealed when hovering over the highlighted words
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Injury/Incident Description/ Circumstance 

Narrative: “a spoken or written account of connected events; a story”

Please assure that when completing the narrative, the following is answered

 Who?
 What?
 When?
 Where?
 How?

 WHY?, WHY?, WHY?
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Injury/Incident Description/ Circumstance 

COMPLETENESS AND ACCURATE

Incomplete

• “Patient exhibited signs of dehydration.”
• “Individual was taken to Patient first for the above symptoms but was advised by the medical 

personnel at Patient first to take him to the Emergency room for evaluation.”
• “...”
• “No injuries.”

When in doubt, talk it out
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Injury/Incident Description/ circumstance 

COMPLETENESS AND ACCURATE

Complete
 At approximately 3:25 PM John pulled a chair up to the counter. Staff asked him multiple times to 

please get down from the counter and sit normally at the table. John reportedly responded saying "No, 
I'm just sitting down" while smiling. At approximately 3:27 PM John reached up near the ceiling (where 
the clock used to be before he tore it down a couple days prior) and he grabbed something and put it 
in his mouth. Staff did not see what it was but did see the motion of him reaching up and putting 
something in his mouth. Staff then asked him "is there something in your mouth?", John responded 
with a head nod motion, indicating "yes". Staff then asked him to spit whatever it is out and encouraged 
him verbally to make a positive choice. John proceeded to go to the bathroom as staff followed and 
drank water from the sink. John then informed staff that it was a thumb tack from the wall that he 
swallowed. Staff immediately called 911 and then Staff contacted On-Call Supervisor and Legal 
guardian. EMS transported John to the Emergency Room to be examined.
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Description of Medical Treatment 
Provided & Finding
 Medical treatment means the management and care of a 

patient by a physician or other licensed health care 
professional.

 Example of medical treatment includes: surgery, prescription, 
use or application of a medical devices or equipment, 
administration of medical therapy such as oxygen use.

 Medical finding signify the collective physical and 
psychological occurrences (i.e. Physical examinations, patient 
medical history, laboratory tests, medical device or apparatus, 
diagnostic procedures) surveyed by a medical doctor to help 
explain a person's symptoms or condition.
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Description of Medical Treatment 
Provided & Finding
 Refer to ER paperwork/doctor’s notes for findings or diagnosis, 

treatment order, and/or recommendation.
 Scenario#1: While playing basketball in the gym, individual 

tripped and fell on his left side. Noted redness and swelling on 
his left wrist and also was c/o pain. Staff took the individual to 
National Hospital ER for evaluation.
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Description of Medical Treatment 
Provided & Finding
 Example for scenario #1: Individual was evaluated by ER 

physician. Left wrist X-ray was completed and result showed 
distal radius (wrist) fracture. Cast was applied and prescription/ 
f/u appointment with orthopedic specialist in 10 days was 
given. A PRN medication for pain was also prescribed. 
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Description of Medical Treatment 
Provided & Finding
If an incident report has to be submitted in CHRIS prior to receiving ER paperwork 
or doctor’s notes-
 Select the option “Updates to death/serious incident will be provided”. This 

is located below the Licensing Specialist box or just before the “Save” button 
box.

 Failure to update a serious incident report in CHRIS within 48 hours from 
the initial submission of the report, or from the time that the provider is 
made aware of the need to update the report will be cited as a regulatory 
violation of 12VAC35-105-160.B, or 12VAC35-46-230.A, as applicable. 
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Description of Medical Treatment 
Provided & Finding
When updating a Serious Incident Report please edit any sections 
to reflect any additional details you have regarding the incident 
report. For example, if you initially checked the box “OTHER 
ILLNESS/CONDITION, and the physician’s notes stated “UTI”, 
please check the “Urinary Tract Infection” box under the Injury, 
Illness or Conditions box.

***Important*** Updates should be done to both checkbox 
fields (for data collection) and narrative fields for the 
licensing/investigations team.
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Description of Medical Treatment 
Provided & Finding
 Prior to saving your incident report, select the option “An 

update to the serious incident report has been provided.”
 This step is critical and will send an email notification out to 

the licensing/investigations team to review the updates. In the 
narrative box, indicate which fields have been updated.
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Description of Medical Treatment 
Provided & Finding
 Scenario #2:  Individual became upset and started pacing around 

the living room then ran out of the home. Staff followed behind 
and observed individual picking up small objects and swallowed it. 
After many attempts to redirect by staff, individual continues to 
escalate and threatened to scratch the cars in the neighborhood. 
Staff called non-emergency police and Crisis to assist in the 
situation. Individual agreed to go to the ER for medical follow up 
and to be screened for possible psychiatric admission. 

 Example #2: Individual was evaluated in the ER and Xray showed  
small foreign objects in his stomach. Medication was given to aid in  
passing the two objects. Once it was confirmed that the objects had 
passed through his bowels, individual was screened in Tuckers 
Pavilion for admission. Individual was transported and was 
admitted.
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Risk of Harm
Risk Management means an integrated system-wide program to ensure the 
safety of individuals, employees, visitors and others through identification, 
mitigation, early detection, monitoring, evaluation, and control of risks. 

12 VA35-105-520. Risk Management  

B. The provider shall implement a written plan to identify, monitor, reduce, 
and minimize harms and risk of harm, including personal injury, infectious 
diseases, property damage or loss, and other sources of potential liability. 
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Describe the consequences and risk of harm

 The “Describe the consequences and risk of harm” is now a required 
field.  

 A consequence of an incident is what actually happen as a result of the 
incident. 

 Risk of harm is what could have happen as a result of the incident. 
 Both the consequences and risk of harm can be placed in the same box below.

 Any blue text has hover over technology and contains definitions or 
instructions.
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Describe the consequences and risk of harm

 Describe what harm resulted or could have resulted, as result 
of this serious incident.
 In order to do this you must first have a complete and accurate description of what 

has happened and the circumstances related to the incident.
 To assess risk, you need to ask questions/interview, review documentation, complete 

environmental reviews and observations
 Risk identification looks beyond what it initially reported
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Describe the consequences and risk of harm

Ask yourself…
 Is there an effect of an action or condition?
 For example, if an individual sustains a broken rib after receiving 

abdominal thrusts because they were choking, the broken rib is a 
consequence of the serious incident (choking) and should be reported as 
such. 

 For this example, the risk of harm could lead to aspiration or death. 
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Describe the consequences and risk of harm

Ask yourself…
 Why are you taking action? 
 What are you trying to mitigate? Prevent? Resolve?
 For example, a person with a history of aspiration pneumonia 

experiences episodes of coughing throughout the day and presents with 
a low-grade fever. A decision is made for them to be evaluated in the 
Emergency Department because of the risk of aspiration. The 
consequence is the ER visit and risk of harm in this example could be, but 
not limited to: aspiration pneumonia, hospitalization, death. 
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Describe the consequences and risk of harm

More Examples
 Person evaluated at ED and found to have a UTI. Risk of harm associated with a 

UTI include, but is not limited to: pain, other infections, sepsis, death
 Person hospitalized due to suicidal and homicidal thoughts. Risk of harm 

associated with this incident includes but is not limited to: hospitalization 
resulting from risk of harm to self or others. 

 Person evaluated in the ED post fall. Risk of harm associated with a fall may 
include, but is not limited to: head trauma, contusion, concussion, fractures, 
lacerations, unseen injuries requiring testing to evaluate and other undiagnosed 
medical conditions.
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Describe the consequences and risk of harm

Incomplete Responses
 Blank (nothing noted in the textbox)
 N/A
 None
 Unknown
 Risk of Harm
 No injury noted
 No risk of harm since we did everything that we were supposed to do per policy & 

procedure. 
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Upcoming: New Mandatory Fields
The following sections will be made mandatory to complete in an 
incident.  A red asterisk “*” will be placed by the required fields.  
An email notification will go out to all providers giving notice of 
the date these fields will become required.
 Description of Medical Treatment Provided & Finding will be 

changed and made mandatory.  The title will be changed to 
Description of Medical Treatment Provided and/or Finding.
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Upcoming: New Mandatory Fields
The “External notifications made” will become a required field. 
The following three notifications will be added to the boxes 
already listed
 Non-Applicable
 Substitute Decision Maker/Legal Guardian
 Support Coordinator
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Upcoming: New Mandatory Fields
When a provider select Substitute Decision Maker/Legal Guardian 
or Support Coordinator a required text box will appear for you to 
type in the name.
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☒Support Coordinator

☒Substitute Decision Maker/Legal Guardian



Multiple Occurrences of Individual’s name
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Multiple Occurrences of Individual’s name
Each individual should only be entered into CHRIS one time. This 
is the correct view of how an individual’s name should be 
displayed in CHRIS.
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Multiple Occurrences of Individual’s name
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Multiple Occurrences of Individual’s name
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Provider’s Corrective Action
 This would apply to all licensed services except for 

children's residential services.
 Per DBHDS emergency regulation 12 VAC 35-105-160 E, a root 

cause analysis shall be conducted by the provider within 30 
days of discovery of Level II and Level III serious incidents. 
According to this statement, all Level II and Level III serious 
incidents under "Provider's Corrective Action" should have 
"conduct root cause analysis" selected. Per the Serious 
Incident Reporting guidance effective November 29, 2018, in 
the case of a Level III incident that did not occur while the 
individual was receiving active services from the provider, or 
on the provider’s premises, the provider’s root cause analysis 
should only be based on what is reported to or otherwise 
known by the provider.

 Any and all corrective actions you have taken to ensure the 
individual’s safety and well-being should also be documented 
or selected in this area. 

 Give yourself credit for everything you have done 
to mitigate the incident and to ensure the individual 
is safe. 
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Locating CHRIS Training
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 From DBHDS website



Locating CHRIS Training
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 From Licensing Home page

 From CHRIS Home page



CHRIS training located in DELTA
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Questions
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On behalf of the DBHDS Office of 
Licensing and the Office of 
Human Rights we thank you for 
participating in this training.
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